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*motors since conditions are unsteady and not easy to control.
* Therefore, it was decided to mount a pure aluminum sample to the
. end wall of a shock tube and to ignite the sample using a reflected

shock wave. The pressures and temperatures that can be achieved
(40 atm, 5000 0K) are typical of rocket motor conditions and are
much higher than those obtained in previous studies using incident
shock waves in conventional shock tubes. The aluminum sample
reacts with a test gas in which the proportions c" nitrogen,
hydrogen, oxygen and chlorine are the same as found in ammonium
perchlorate. ---

A sinqle pulse shock tube was designed and constructed; proper
techniques to carefully ignite the aluminum were determined. The
reaction surface was photographed using a high speed movie camera.
Ignition of the aluminum sample occurred for temperatures above
2400K.

A number of intermediate species were detected in the Al-N 2 -H2 -
Cl -0 reaction at 40 atm.,5000K using emission spectroscopy.
Spicigs that were conclusively identified were Al, Al+,'AI0, H,O,
0+, and N. Other weak emission bands were believed due to AlH,
OH, AlOH or AlCl. Time histories of the A10 emission band indicate
that AI0 reaches a maximum before the continuum radiation reaches a
maximum, which is an indicator, but not positive proof, that A16 is

* a precursor to Al2 02 in the reaction scheme.

Solid products of combustion were analyzed using a transmission
electron microscope, electron diffraction, and X-Ray diffraction
techniques. Spherical Al2 0 particles were observed in the 0.1 to
l im size range. The major p oducts were Al 0 , HCl and H 0 as
expected, with the latter two products cauiing appreciabl3
agglomeration of the Al203 particles. No traces of NH4 CI, ACl3
or NH3 were found.

Gaseous HCl and H 20 ere detected using infared spectrometry to
analyze the end gas. Levels of NO and NO were more than 10,000
times larger than the predicted equilibri~m concentrations,
indicating that significant deviations from the equilibrium NO
chemistry occurred.
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iiI  I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum remains the most common metal that is used to

improve the performance of solid propellants for rocket motors 1-6

In spite of many years of study, there still exist many questions

in connection with its use. The exact chemical kinetic steps

involved in the aluminum-oxygen reaction are still debated, even

for low pressures, i.e. below one atmosphere where most of the

kinetics research has been conducted; virtually no fundamental

chemical kinetic data has been obtained for pressures above 10

atm. The mechanism by which the solid combustion product At 203
condense and agglomerates is not sufficiently well understood.

As a consequence, problems exist when using computer codes to

assist in rocket motor design because of difficulties in predict-
ing two phase flow effects. Three important detrimental effects

of At 20 3 particulates are the two phase flow losses which reduce

the specific impulse, the increased radiative heating of the

nozzle due to particulates, and the increased plume visibility.

It is desirable to reduce these three effects while continuing

to use aluminum, which helps to optimize performance and to

reduce combustion instabilities.

_ The motivation for the present research project has been the

need to obtain fundamental data relating to aluminum combustion in

a controlled environment in the pressure range up to 40 atm and

the temperature range up to 5000 K, typical of rocket motor condi-

tions. Previous work in controlled laboratory experiments has

been confined to pressures less than approximately 10 atm, using

"% such devices as flow reactors, burning ribbons, laser heating,

and incident shock waves in shock tubes., -

For example, a fast flow reactor produces a laminar, pre-

mixed aluminum vapor/oxygen flat flame which is several centi-

meters thick and ideal for kinetics studies. Unfortunately, the

pressure must be maintained below 0.1 atm, and the resulting

,i1
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premixed flame is not likely to be representative of the diffu-

sion flames that actually occur around burning aluminum particles

in rocket motors. Burning ribbons and incident shock wave studies

generally have been limited to pressures below 10 atm. Using

incident shock waves, aluminum particles are quickly accelerated

in a shock tube, and conditions near the moving particle are

difficult to ascertain. Convective effects that dominate such

processes were not of interest in the present study.

To obtain the fundamental information that was desired,

it was decided that the operation of an actual rocket motor would

not be feasible. Because of the formidable problems of a moving

reaction surface, three dimensional flow field, and the motion of

the aluminum particles of interest, it was decided to use a shock

tube instead.

The primary region of interest is the reaction zone that

occurs near the surface of a burning aluminum particle, which is

shown schematically in Fig. 1. To simulate this reaction zone,

it was decided to mount an aluminum sample on the end wall of a

shock tube, and subject the sample to a strong reflected shock

wave as shown schematically in Fig. 1. This technique offers the

following advantages over previously used methods.

a) The aluminum surface is essentially stationary, the reaction

zone is large enough (2 cm by 2cm) and the test time long

enough (10 msec) to allow spectroscopic techniques to be

used.

b) Pressures up to 40 atm are easily controlled and measured,

and are uniform in the reaction zone; likewise the gas

temperature prior to ignition can be measured and controlled

up to 5000 K. These pressures and temperatures are consid-

erably higher than used in previous studies, including pre-

vious shock tube work.

r'2



c) Gas composition is easily varied; initially pure oxygen was

used; later a mixture of .1 N2 + .4 H2 + .1 CZ2 + .4 0 was222 .4 2 w
used because it has the same elemental composition as ammonium

7
perchiorate (NH4CZO 4 ).

d) Solid and gas phase combustion products are easily collected

and analyzed.

The research conducted is outlined in the following sections.

The research goals are summarized, and the design, performance

capability and operating procedure for the shock tube facility

are described. Specific results and conclusions follow.

3
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II. RESEARCH GOALS

The goals of the study were:

1. To build single pulse chemical kinetic shock tube and to

obtain a diffusion flame near the surface of a burning

aluminum sample at 40 atm pressure and a temperature of

5000 K in order to simulate conditions that would occur

near a burning aluminum particle in a rocket motor.

2. To design conditions such that the sample size (2 cm x 2 cm)

and test time (10 msec) are sufficiently large to study the

reaction zone spectroscopically.

3. To determine the ignition temperature of the sample for a

range of pressures.

4. To photograph the reaction process using a high speed fram-

ing camera.

5. To use emission spectroscopy to identify intermediate species

in the A + 02 reaction and in the At + .1 N + .4 H + .1 CZ
2 2 2 2

+ .4 02 reaction at 40 atm, 5000 K.

6. To compare observed species with the 39 possible inter-

mediate species predicted by the NASA Chemical Equilibrium

Program for the At-N -H -Ct -O reaction.
2 2 2 2

7. To record the time history of the emitted spectral bands

corresponding to AO and to the background continuum, in

the attempt to provide information concerning the sequence

of reaction steps.

8. To analyze the solid products of combustion using electron

microscope, electron diffraction, and X-ray diffraction

methods.

9. To analyze the gaseous products of combustion using infrared

absorption gas analysis.

4
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III. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

A. Design and Instrumentation

The shock tube shown schematically in Figure 2 is

designed to allow for single pulse, "tailored" conditions,
89* similar to those achieved by Brabbs at NASA and Bauer 9

* .at Cornell. It consists of a 14 ft long stainless steel

driver section (3.5 in. OD, .30 in. wall) and a 20 ft long

driven section (3.5 in. x 2.5 in., .30 in. wall). Photo-,

graphs of the tube are shown in Figure 3. The driver tube

has circular cross section in order to withstand driver

pressures up to 3000 psi; the driven tube is rectangular so

that the windows that are mounted near the end wall are

flush with the sidewalls. In this way the windows will not

* disturb the shock wave near the end wall. Between the cir-

cular driver and rectangular driven tube there is a one

foot long transition section, machined from stainless steel,
which provides a gradual change in the inner wall from

circular to rectangular.

To the left of the driver tube shown in Figure 2 are

two other driver tube sections which are removable. A pipe

elbow connects these sections to a large 40 ft long vacuum

tank. The purpose of these removable driver tube lengths is

to allow for "tailored" shock tube conditions in order to

maximize the test time. The effective test time available

is labeled on the t-x diagram of Figure 2 . When the primary

diaphragm is broken, the incident shock reflects off the

end wall causing the aluminum sample on the end wall to

ignite. Meanwhile, expansion waves reflect off the sec-

ondary diaphragm and eventually reflect off the end wall

of the tube. This quenches the reaction at the end wall.

* In addition, the interface between the driver gas (helium)

*-and the driven gas (0 2 rN 2 F C.2 , H 2 ) may reflect off the end

wall which also quenches the reaction. For any given run

condition, the length of the driver tube can be varied to

maximize testing time. The secondary diaphragm can be

5



*broken using an exploding wire at some time after the expan-

*sion wave has reflected off of it, in order to prevent

further reheating of the sample. In many cases this is not

necessary since the gas in contact with the aluminum sample

at this later time is primarily helium, thus the reaction is

forever quenched.

It was decided to use .007 in. thick sheets of steel for

the primary diaphragm. A number of materials were tested;

mylar was first used because it is inexpensive and easy to

cut, however, small fragments of mylar were found to break

off when the diaphragm ruptured and later hit the aluminum

sample during the combustion process. Similarly, aluminum

* diaphragms were found to fragment slightly, and the par-

*ticles that broke off the diaphragm were observed to burn

*. in the test section region near the end wall when no aluminum

* sample was used. With .007 in. thick steel diaphragms, no

fragment broke off the diaphragm. The steel diaphragms

that were subsequently used for all runs were scribed to

the desired thickness so as to rupture at the proper driver

pressure.

-. It was found that a mechanism to initiate the shock wave

upon electrical command was needed. By simply raising the

*driver pressure slowly, one cannot predict exactly when the

diaphragm will rupture. Therefore the driver pressure was

set to a value just below the diaphragm rupture level. Upon

electrical command, a solenoid valve would open, dumping

additional driver gas into the driver section, causing the

* diaphragm to rupture almost immediately. This technique made

*the operation of the shock tube very dependable and allowed

for proper synchronization with cameras and with pre-heating

of the aluminum sample.

The aluminum sample (2 cm x 2 cm x .1 cm) was mounted on

' two copper electrodes which formed the end wall of the shock

tube, as seen in Figure 2. Various mounting arrangements

6



were tested. Since the test time available is 10 msec, it is

imperative that the thermal inertia of the sample be small

enough so that the sample surface will reach the temperature of

the gas behind the shock wave in much less than 1 msec. This was

accomplsihed by preheating the sample to about 700 K by passing

a DC current through it. Initially a current pulse was passed

through the sample, using a capacitor discharge circuit, but the

rapid heating of the foil caused it to melt along a thin line,

thus opening the electrical circuit. A DC current caused the

sample to heat uniformly until it glowed red, whereupon the shock

wave was initiated.

The temperature of the aluminum sample depends on the thermal

properties of material on which it is mounted. As shown in Fig. 4,

at time t = 0 a temperature discontinuity at the end wall occurs,

with the aluminum surface that is in contact with the gas experi-

encing the gas temperature while the surface in contact with the

wall remains at the wall temperature, 300 K. After time zero, a

thermal boundary layer propagates to the left in Fig. 4 having

thickness 6 V -t where a is the thermal diffusivity of the gas.
g g g

A thermal boundary layer of thickness 6w = V'awt also propagates
ww

to the right through the solid wall, which has thermal diffusivity

aw. Equating heat flux from the gas to heat flux to the wall, as
done in Fig. 4 results in a temperature at the gas-wall interface

of:

k k
g -T + w 300 K

V a g V'U -
T = w

A= k k
.- + w

Thus if the aluminum sample is mounted on a good insulator,

k w//w << k /Va and the aluminum temperature will always remainw w g g
near T (i.e. above 4000 K) whereas if the aluminum sample is

g
mounted directly on a metal wall, k /vw >> k //g and the

w w g galuminum temperature will remain near 300 K.

0 7



Various ways to mount the aluminum sample were tested.

Initially the sample was mounted on a Pyrex glass plate; even

more structural rigidity could be obtained by vacuum depositing

aluminum on the glass plate. In another test, the aluminum plate

was mounted horizontally, parallel to the horizontal shock tube

axis, so that high temperature gas is in contact with both sides

of the aluminum. Optimum design was achieved by mounting the

aluminum sample vertically 2 mm from the end wall. In this way

high temperature gas surrounds the sample, whose thermal inertia

is such that the aluminum reaches the gas temperature in less

than 1 msec.

While Fig. 4 depicts the thermal boundary layer that exists

with no combustion, the temperature profiles are significantly

different from those shown in Fig. 4 when combustion occurs.

The thermal boundary layer should have no effect on ignition,

which occurs before the boundary layer has had time to grow.

After ignition the thermal boundary layer should cause the flame

temperatures to be less than the adiabatic flame temperature,

but should not affect the fundamental conclusions of this study.

A numerical model of the heat losses from the flame was developed

to assist in shock tube design.

The test gas that is used is a mixture of 40% H2, 40% 02,
* 10% C, 10% N which is the ratio of H, 0, Ck, N atoms in

ammonium perchlorat, (NHC 20) Initially it was planned to use- 4 "

ammonium (NH3 ) and chlocine (C%2 ) but it was found that a mixture

of these gases at room temperature underwent a reaction to form a

* whitish powder, believed to be NH4 Ck, ammonium chloride. Another

*. possibility that was considered was to mix perchloric acid (HCZO4 )

* with ammonia (NH 3); these species are the species that ammonium

perchlorate decomposes into just before the flamefront in an

ammonium perchlorate flame. However it was not known if these

species are stable if mixed at room temperature, so, to minimize

handling problems, it- ws d]ecided to mix pure H2, 02C2. 2 and N2,

which was found to be stable.

8



The shock tube is instrumented with pressure transducers,

pressure gauges, a photographic system, and a spectrometer.

The pressure transducers are PCB 102A04 and 102A15 quartz

stress-gauge transducers designed for pressures up to 1000 psi.

These devices are used with an oscilloscope to record the

* .pressures P2 and P5 which occur behind the incident and the

reflected shock, respectively. A HP 5314A time interval

counter measures the time between pulses output by two trans-

ducers two meters apart, so that incident shock velocities

and reflected shock velocities are measured.

Pressure gauges were integrated into an elaborate stain-

less steel piping system with 20 high pressure valves to en-

able the various test gases to be properly mixed and introduced

at the proper initial pressure.

The photographic system consisted of a Fastax 16 mm movie

camera, a Polaroid camera for long time exposure photographs
and a series of lenses to magnify the test section region.

Development of all movie film was done immediately after
* *the run by the graduate students and a technician.

The spectrometer used to record emission spectra was a

GCA 215.5 half meter polychromator. This is a sophisticated

$20,000 diffraction grating instrument used in the department

for many types of spectrographic work. Since the combustion

events were pulsed and not steady state and low levels of

light detection were required, ASA 3000 film was used to

cover the visible spectrum. Various types of IR and UV

* film were considered, but were not believed to be fast enough

to be of use. Various lenses were used with the polychromator

but best signal levels were achieved with no lenses when the

ratio of sample height to distance from the spectrometer slit

* was 9, which corresponded to the f number of the spectrometer.

" %9
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B. Range of Run Conditions

The initial series of runs were made to determine the

range of run conditions achievable in the shock tube. To

measure the run conditions, the end wall pressures P 2 and P 5
which correspond to gas pressures behind the incident shock

and the reflected shock were measured. The incident and

reflected shock speeds u.i and u r were measured using pressure

transducers mounted two meters apart. Finally, the driver

gas pressure P 4 was measured using a pressure gauge. These

measurements are redundant so that one measurement can be

used to check the accuracy of other measurements. From,

the pressure and velocity measurements, all the properties

of the gas mixture behind the reflected shock wave (i.e. P5

Tetc.) can be calculated. These conditions are the

conditions that the aluminum is exposed to just prior to

ignition.

To determine T 5, the molecular weight M 5and other gas

conditions just prior to ignition, the NASA Equilibrium Gas

Composition Program developed by Gordon and McBride was used.

This computer program accounts for real gas effects (dissoci-

ation and reaction of the test gases- -N,02 H2,C and

predicts the gas conditions behind the reflected shock wave.

The typical conditions achievable are shown in Figures 5to 11.

The maximum pressure and temperature conditions used in

this study are tabulated in Figure S and plotted in Figures 6

and 7. These conditions correspond to 40 atm and 5000 K and

an incident shock Mach number of 10.5. The driver gas pressure

10



was approximately 1500 psi. The shock tube is designed

for operation up to 3000 psi but no runs with driver pressures

above 1500 psi were attempted. Most runs were made at the

conditions labeled "typical" in Figures 5, 6, and 7 because of

the lower driver pressure (- 400 psi) required and the reduced

amount of helium required. At typical run conditions, the inci-

dent shock Mach number is 7.8, resulting in a pressure P 5 of

* 14.6 atm and a temperature T5 of 4150 K behind the reflected

* shock. The initial gas mixture of 40% H, 40% 02 0

and 10% N 2dissociates and reacts to form the fourteen species

listed in Figure 8 with their appropriate mole frac-

tions. The molecular weight of this mixture at 4150 K is

25.67 g/mole and the ratio of specific heats y is 1.117. These

represent gas conditions just prior to ignition.

Before the above run conditions were finally deduced from

the pressure measurements, the Gordon-McBride computer program

was extensively checked out for proper convergence. The pres-

sure P 5 and temperature T 5 behind the reflected shock were

* computed for air only and were compared with values tabulated
10by Bernstein . Figures 10 and 11 show that proper convergence

was achieved.

C. Operating Procedure

The following steps are necessary for each run of the shock

tube:

1. Solid products left in the'driven tube from the
previous run must be carefully removed using a
solvent and a sponge tied to a 25 ft long rod. (Any
solvent on the walls is later removed by outgassing
the tube.) At regular intervals, shock waves in
pure oxygen (with no aluminum) are initiated to clean
off the tube inner walls.

2. A steel diaphragm which has been scribed to the
desired depth is inserted between driver and driven
tubes.

.q ... , ...- ..... . - . .. 
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3. The electrodes which form the tube end wall are
cleaned and a new aluminum sample is carefully
inserted and clamped at the edges. The electrodes
must be filed between each run to insure good
electrical contact with the sample.

4. The driven tube is evacuated and outgassed for
thirty minutes.

5. The driven gas (H2, N 2 " CX2, 02) which has been
previously mixed in a mixing tank is introduced
into the driven tube.

6. The triggering levels of the transducers, time
interval counters, and oscilloscopes are checked.

7. The driver tube is filled to the desired level,
usually 400 psi of helium.

8. The surge tank is filled to a somewhat higher
pressure, generally 600 psi of helium.

9. With the room lights out, film is loaded into the
spectrometer and the entrance slit is opened.
The long time exposure camera shutter is opened,
if desired.

10. The DC current through the aluminum sample is slowly
increased until the sample just begins to glow red.

11. Immediately the shock wave is initiated by depressing
an electrical switch to open a solenoid valve which
dumps the gas in the surge tank into the driver tube,
which ruptures the diaphragm.

12. After the run a sample of the end gas is collected
in an evacuated bottle.

13. The remaining gases are vented outside the building
and the end flange is removed. A sample of the solid
products of combustion is collected.

12



IV. RESULTS

A. Ignition of Aluminum in Oxygen

The ignition and combustion of the aluminum sample in a
pure oxygen environment was studied first. The pressure his-
tory of the gas adjacent to the aluminum sample was recorded

for every run, using a pressure transducer mounted 2 cm from

the end wall of the shock tube. A typical pressure trace is

shown in Figure 12. Run conditions for this trace were:
Helium driver pressure = 400 psi; oxygen initial pressure=
20 num Hg; incident shock strength = Mach 7; pressure behind

reflected shock = 13 atm; temperature behind reflected wave

= 4100 K. As the pressure trace of Figure 12- shows, the
reflection of the shock off the end wall causes the gas pres-
sure near the aluminum sample to rise from 20 mm Hg to 13 atm

in this case. A small pressure disturbance is noted just
after the shock reflection which is due to the presence of a
small gap between the edge of the aluminum sample and the
shock tube inner wall. This gap is necessary to keep the alumi-

num sample electrically isolated from the shock tube. When

the electrodes and sample are removed, the pressure disturbance

is not observed. The pressure trace shown in Figure 12b was

obtained using a pressure transducer mounted two meters from
the end wall. It clearly shows the gas pressure rising to a

value P 2 behind the incident shock and later to a value P 5
behind the reflected shock.

Figure la~ is a photograph of the ignition of the aluminum
sample taken with a long time exposure. The incident shock
has traveled from the right to the left and has reflected back
from the left to the right. Some hot gases are seen to pass
through a thin horizontal gap between the electrodes. Some

hot particles, either At or AZ2 03 are seen to travel to the

right, away from the reaction zone. These particles may be

emitted due to boiling of the aluminum at the sampling surface,
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caused by gaseous impurities in the aluminum, as proposed by

Glassman . The particles may simply be aluminum sheared off

the sample by the force of the shock wave reflection. Alumi-

num and condensed At2 03 drops or particles contribute black

body radiation which interferes with spectroscopic measure-

ments. Figure 14 shows a motion picture sequence of the igni-

tion process. A Fastax camera was operated at 5000 frames

per second for these photographs.

Low temperature runs in the range T = 1600 - 3200 K were
5

made to determine the ignition temperature of aluminum. Data

* shown in Figure 15 shows that when the sample is exposed to

pure oxygen at temperatures below 2000 K, no ignition was

observed. When the oxygen temperature was above 2400 K, igni-

tion occurred on every run. For oxygen temperatures between

2000 and 2400 K, the small particles emitted from the sample

* emitted bluish-white light and were believed to ignite. The

bluish-white light is an indication of the existence of AtO.

Therefore it is believed that no unique ignition temperature

exists, although ignition does occur in the range 2000 - 2400 K.

The ignition process is controlled primarily by the melting of

the oxide layer, which is generally less than one micron thick

and has a melting temperature of 2300 K. As the oxide layer

reaches the melting point, any aerodynamic stripping of this

oxide layer would aid in the ignition process, and may be the

reason why the smaller moving particles are observed to

ignite when the large sample does not.

B. Calculation of Possible Species Present

Because up to 80 species may be present in the reaction

of Al-H 2-C9 2-02 and N2 , it was decided to perform some calcu-

lations prior to the analysis of emission spectra and end

gases.

The gas conditions just before the ignition of the alumi-

num sample were calculated using the NASA CEC computer program

written by Gordon and McBride. For the typical case of a

14



Mach 7.8 incident shock wave in a gas mixture of 40% H2,

40% 02, 10% C..2, 10% N2 which corresponds to the elemental

composition of ammonium perchlorate, the calculated gas condi-

tions were given in Figure 8. No aluminum reactions were

considered in these pre-ignition calculations.

In order to have some idea of the various species that

might exist after the aluminum has ignited, the Gordon and

McBride program was run using the previously calculated gas

conditions as initial conditions with the aluminum reactions

included. The equilibrium code was. run to get some idea of

the species that exist during the reaction, and those that

later appear after the reaction is quenched to room tempera-

ture. While these equilibrium calculations may not represent

the actual gas properties, the calculations are useful as a

guide to indicate which spectral lines to look for in the

emission spectrum and what species to search for in the

* analyses of the end gas and the solid particulates.

The calculated gas properties just before reaction were

given in Figure a; gas properties after reaction are listed in

Figure 16. Thirty nine species were determined to have mole

fractions above 0.5 x 10- . In addition, 41 other species were

considered in the calculations and are listed in Figure 17,

but their mole fractions were less than 0.5 x 10 - . As the

reaction is quenched and the. temperature reduced to 300 K, the

mole fractions of the 39 most abundant species are predicted

to vary in the manner shown in Figure. 18. The final products

are seen in Figure 18 to be mostly H20 liquid, HCL, alumina,
N2, and ammonia, with traces of H20 vapor.
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The computed chemical equilibrium product of the NH CZO -At
4 4

reaction were compared with the products of the .1 2 + .4 H

+ .1 Ck2+ .4 0 2+ At reaction in order to assess how closely

the shock tube conditions compare with actual rocket motor condi-

tions. As seen in Fig. 19, both reactions have the same inter-

mediate species in similar proportions. The use of the shock tube

to simulate rocket motor conditions therefore is justified. The

e4'.ect of increasing the aluminum content of an ammonium

perchiorate-aluminum propellant on the resulting flame temper-

ature was calculated using the NASA code and is shown in Fig. 20.

C. Spectrographic Results

It was initially hoped that the existence of many of the

species listed in Figs. 16 and 18 could be identified from

the emission spectrum of the reaction. Spectral bands or lines

for many of the species have been observed in the visible and

near UV and IR regions using spark discharges etc. and some of

these previously observed bands are listed in Fig. 16. The spec-

tral data was obtained from reference tables compiled by Pease 
1 1

I

12 13
by Hertzberg ,and by MIT Scientists

Three problems arose while measuring the emission spectrum

* of the aluminum reaction. First, the solid aluminum and alumina

particulates gave off strong black body continuum radiation that

obscured the discrete bands emitted by gaseous speciesl4 -1 7 . Second-

ly, the AZO bands were so intense that they too obscured other

bands. Thirdly, many of the minor species occur in low concen-

* trations and have low intensity spectral bands. While the

* tabulated spectral data indicates the various bands that have

been associated with various species, the tabulated spectral

* data can not predict whether or not such lines will be strong

a enough to be observed in any particular experiment. One would

* expect many of the spectral bands listed in Figure 16 to be

* too faint to be detectable in this experiment.
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To record an emission spectrum on film, about 15 shock
tube runs generally would be required. First the spectral
region from 3000 - 4000 Angstroms was recorded, then 4000-
5000 Anstroms, then 5000 - 6000 Angstroms and finally 6000-

*7000 Angstroms. For each range, three to four runs were needed
to determine the proper entrance slit opening for proper film

* exposure. If the emission intensity was too low, several runs
* would be made and multiple exposures recorded. Because of the

strong AZO bands, the oxygen concentration was decreased for a

number of runs.

Initially, the emission spectrum of the aluminum-oxygen

reaction was recorded. A typical emission spectrum is shown
in Figure 21. Spectral lines associated with At and At are

clearly visible, and four bands corresponding to AZ0 are seen.
It was hoped that spectral bandt that could be associated with
At 20, AZO or At 0 could be identified, but none were seen.2 2 2 2
The computations plotted in F'igure 16 indicate that such
species will be present; however no information about their

spectral characteristics could be found in the literature.

It is suspected that the emission spectrum emitted by. these
species lies in the ultra violet region that cannot be recorded

using the windows and film of the present experiment. It was
hoped that any weak visible bands might become strong enough
to be recorded by increasing the gas temperature by using

stronger shock waves, since emission intensity increases
4approximately as T .However the strong Ato bands also became

more intense and obscured a large portion of the spectrum.

The emission spectrum of the Ak-N 2-H 2-0 2-M 2 reaction was
studied next. Numerous lines and bands were observed. It is
difficult to associate the bands with the various species
listed in Figure 16 because many of the bands listed overlap
each other. Therefore, runs were made in which various species
were removed from the reactant gas mixture in a systematic way.
Spectra were recorded for the AL-H , AL-Lt AL 2  AL-H2- 2

*2 A-L- 2 adA- 2 - 2-CL2 reactions. A typical emission spectrum
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for the AQ-N 2-H 2-CZ 2 0 2 reaction is shown in Figure 22; the bands

observed can be compared to known spectral bands, which were

measured in this study using reference lamps and are shown in

Figure 23. AZO, At,, AZ H, N, 0, 0 ,and N have been positively
identified. There is some evidence that observed bands belong to

OH and AZH also, but the bands were too weak to be positively

identified. Other weak bands could not be positively identified,

* but most probably were associated with AZOH, Ak.Ct., and AZCZ 2 '
- A strong continuum also was measured; this continuum has been

reported in previous stde 8and is believed to be associated
with At 0 2

D. Chemical Kinetics

Diffusion flames will typically surround burning aluminum

particles and will exist near the liquid aluminum layer near the

burning surface in a rocket motor. For such diffusion flames,

the overall reaction process is said to be diffusion controlled

* since the rate of diffusion of fuel and oxidizer to the reaction

zone is slower than the reaction rate determined by the chemical

kinetics. However, chemical kinetics play an important role

within the reaction zone itself, which is illustrated in Figure 1.

The width of the reaction zone and the state of the final products

* depend strongly on chemical kinetics. For these reasons, the

* present experiment more closely simulate the reaction zone near

a burning particle than say, a fast flow reactor in which the

* reactants are premixed and diffusive processes are ignored.

In any study of chemical kinetics, the following general

*steps are usually necessary, and may require many years of inten-

sive study.

a) The major species of interest must be identified. Methods

to measure the concentration of the gaseous reactants

(i.e. A9,, 02 etc.), the products (At.20) and all intermediate
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(i.e. AkO, At2 0, AZO2 , At2 02 0) need to be developed.

Emission spectroscopy as used in the present study is useful

for identifying At, ALO, 02 and 0, but other methods such as

mass spectrometry, fluorescence or Raman scattering are

needed to attempt to identify At2 0, AZO2 and At 202 .

b) The time history of the species concentrations must be

recorded. In shock tube studies with premixed gaseous

reactants such as A + B - C + D, the resulting chemical

kinetic rate constant (k) can be determined by:

d [A]kI]B
= -] k. [A] [B]

8
Belles and Brabbs at NASA Lewis measured the intensity

of a given emission band in a single pulse shock tube in

order to infer d[A]/dt and use the above relation to infer
9k. Bauer at Cornell used the same relation but measured

d[A]/dt by quenching the reaction after a time At in a single

pulse shock tube and measured A[A] for that time period.

c) In diffusion flame studies, the spatial profiles of the v..r-.ous

species should be measured. For example, in the AZ-O 2 flame

we might expect to see the profile of At decrease from a

constant on the fuel rich side of the reaction zone-to zero

on the oxygen rich side. The profile of 02 should decrease

to zero on the fuel rich side of the reaction zone, with the

profile of AAO reaching a peak within the reaction zone;

AZ 0 and AZO2 , if present, probably would peak in fuel rich

and oxygen rich regions, respectively.

d) The above data allow an overall reaction mechanism to be

formulated.
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In the present shock tube study, Steps a) and b) were

partially implemented; to fully implement a) and b) and to

complete Step c), additional diagnostic techniques are required.

Emission spectroscopy proved successful in identifying a number

of intermediate species, but not At£20, A£O 2 or A2 202. Researchers

have been attempting to identify these species for over 20 years

and only recently have mass spectrometer measurements of Mann
1

been successful in this regard.
o

The time history of the AZO emission band at 4846 A was

recorded using a polychromator and photomultiplier tubes. The
0

. backgrolnd continuum at 4500 A also was recorded. Results are

shown in Figure 24. The intensity of the A10 band peaks at 1.4

msec after ignition; at 2 msec after ignition no more A£O was

observed, only background continuum. The background continuum

first occurs at approximately 2 msec after ignition and exists

for the entire test period of 12 msec in this case.
18

King has postulated that the background continuum observed

by a number of researchers may be due to A2 0 If this is so,
2 2

then the results shown in Figure 24 indicate that AZO is a

precursor to A£2 0 which would verify that the mechanism observed
1 2 2'

by Mann at low pressures also occurs at the 40 atm test condi-

tions of this study. However, additional spectroscopic work is

needed to conclusively determine if the background truly

represents the presence of A9.202.*

It is felt that much information concerning the A-0 2 reac-

tion and the Ak-N2-H 2 -CZ2- 2 reaction can be obtained by measuring

the spatial profiles of the observed emission bands. To do so,

an optical multichannel analyzer or a fiber optic sensing system

is needed. To measure intermediate species concentrations,

laser fluorescence diagnostics have proven useful in similar
studies. For example, fluorescence technique could prove useful

in helping to interpret the emission spectroscopy results since

the intensity of AZO bands may partly be due to chemiluminescence

and may not be an accurate measure of AZO concentration.
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E. Solid and Gaseous Combustion Products

The solid and the gaseous products of combustion were

collected after shock tube runs and were analyzed using the fol-

lowing techniques: (a) scanning electron microscope, (b) trans-

mission electron microscope, (c) electron diffraction technique,

(d) X-Ray diffraction technique and (e) infrared gas analysis.

Instrumentation for methods a, b, and c were provided by the

Department of Materials and Metallurgical Engineering, while

that for method d was provided by the Department of Chemistry.

The infrared gas analysis was done at Ford Scientific Labora-

tories, Dearborn, Michigan by Dr. Paul Maker.

After the aluminum sample was burned in pure oxygen in the

shock tube, the white powder that formed a thin layer on the

inside of the shock tube walls was collected and verified to be

aluminum oxide (At203) . To collect the Ak203 , a carbon block

was inserted in the electrode flush to the wall. After the run,

the carbon block, on which the visible At 203 powder had settled,

was taken to the electron microscope laboratory. Carbon was

chosen as the mounting material because it is transparent to the

electron microscope. The carbon remained essentially at the wall

temperature and did not take part in the reaction.

A transmission electron micrograph of the At 203 particulates

is shown in Figure 25. The particles are seen to be spherical

and in the size range from 0.1 to 0.6 pm. Figure 26 shows a

scanning electron micrograph of the collected particulates and

the results of an X-Ray diffraction analysis of the particles,

which indicated that the particles were A20 3. Unburned aluminum

particles easily could be differentiated from At203 particles

using the electron microscope, since the At 203 particles are

nonconductors and build up a surface charge. The At2 03 particles

appear whiter than the At particles and eventually go out of

focus as their surface charge builds up. The X-Ray diffraction

results of Figure 27 show a spike in the plot of X-Ray scattering

intensity versus wavelength. The spike is observed at the
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wavelength that corresponds to a pure At203 calibration sample

that was analyzed previously, indicating that the collected

particles are At 203.

When the aluminum sample was burned in the shock tube with

the gas mixture .1 N2 + .4 H2 + .1 CZ 2 + .4 02, the products of

combustion were observed to be solid particles suspended in a

green colored liquid. The liquid was determined to be H20 and HCZ

and the solid particles were At 0 with some unburned At. No
2 3

traces of other possible solids, such as NH4C£. or NH4N3 were

detected, probably because all the available hydrogen combined

with the excess 02 to form H 0. The solid product AtC. was not
2 2 3

detected; it is deduced that the aluminum atoms combined with the

excess 02 to form A2 0 rather than combine with chlorine. The
2~ 2 3

result of the analysis of solid and liquid combustion products

was that the only major products are At203, HC£ and H20, which

is consistent with results of rocket motor sampling, such as
19

done by Strand et al.

Various minor species were detected in the solid products

of combustion. An electron micrograph of the solid products is

shown in Figure 28. It is seen that the presence of condensed

H2 0 and HCZ causes the At203 to agglomerate into long strands,

bearing no resemblance to the spherical particle from the Ak-O2

reaction which were shown in Figure 25. The regions that appear

grey in Figure 28 are AR,203 and H20; the regions that appear

white contain chlorine, as deduced from quantitative X-Ray

analysis. The X-Ray analysis indicates elemental components

only and, as seen in Figure 28, verifies the presence of aluminum

and chlorine in large quantities. Trace amounts of copper, iron

and silicon are detected, which were contributed by the copper

electrodes, the steel diaphragm and the glass windows, respec-

tively. A magnified view of a chlorine containing region is

shown in Figure 29. It is suspected that the chlorine is in

the form of HCZ; the possibility of the presence of AZCZ 3

particles exists but could not be verified with the analysis

techniques available.
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From the above results, it is concluded that HCLt and H 20

have major effects on the agglomeration of At 0 3*Future work in

the shock tube facility would be necessary to systematically

study the effects of HCA on the nucleation of At 0~ and the
resulting particle sizes. It is known that HCX in rocket plumes

acts as nucleation sites for H20 condensation and thereby enhances

contrail visibility. The shock tube provides ideal controlled

conditions for studying how chemical species affect At 03 conden-

* sation.

The results of the analysis of gaseous products of combustion

for the At-N2 H2 -Ct2 _2 reaction are shown in Figure 30. An

evacuated sample bag was filled with the gaseous products of

combustion that remained in the shock tube after a run. The

sample was analyzed at Ford Scientific Labs using infrared gas

absorption analysis. The absorption bands seen in Figure 30

correspond to HUL and H 0, the two most abundant products,
2

not possible to accurately measure the amount of H20 or HCk.

formed, since most of it condensed on the shock tube walls. An

estimate of the final 2 0 and HCt concentrations could be inferred

from an overall species balance:

.333 At + .1 N + .4H + .1 C + .40 .3 3H0+ .2 HC.2 2 2 2 2
+ .1 N2 + .166 At 03 + trace products

*For the shock tube run conditions, .025 moles of the test gas and

.008 moles (.21 grams) of aluminum were consumed.

An unexpected result was the large fraction of nitric oxide

(NO) and nitrous oxide NO2 that was measured in the gaseous pro-

ducts. The NO and NO bands are clearly prominent in Figure 30;2
*the measured level of NO and NO 2 were 0.4% and 0.06% of the pro-

ducts. These levels are at least three orders of magnitude

larger than the predicted equilibrium results, some of which are
shown in Figure 18. It is believed that the unexpectedly high

-9 levels of NO and NO2 are a result of the "prompt No" mechanism

that is well documented in hydrocarbon-air flames. In such flames
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the final NO and NO2 levels are found to greatly exceed the

predicted equilibrium levels whenever the hot combustion pro-

-. " ducts which contain NO and NO2 are cooled so fast that the

* - slow reaction that deplete NO and NO 2 do not equilibrate. Such

a mechanism would explain the NO and NO 2 levels measured in the

present study, which are frozen at the equilibrium level

corresponding to 2700 K.

2
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V. CONCLUSIONS

1. The chemical kinetic shock tube that was constructed pro-

vided controllable combustion of aluminum at conditions

that simulate the surface of a burning aluminum particle in

a rocket motor. Temperatures and pressures achievable

* . (5000 K, 40 atm) were higher than for any previous controlled

laboratory study of aluminum combustion, and were realistic

* - of rocket motor conditions.

2. No distinct ignition temperature for aluminum was observed;

small particles of aluminum ejected from the sample ignited

at 2000 K while the entire sample always ignited at tempera-

tures above 2400 K. Ignition occurred within a +4 100 K

range about the At 03 layer melting point, which is 2318 K.

3. Intermediate species detected in the AZ-0 2 reaction by

emission spectroscopy were: At, At4- and AZO. Intermedi-

ate species detected in the AZ-N 2 -H 2 -Ct 2 -0O2 reaction at

40 atm, 5000 K were: AA, Ak- MZO, H, 0, 04- N. Weak

bands that could not be conclusively identified were believed

to be due to AZ.H, OH, AR.OH and ARCt. A strong continuum

was measured which has been associated with At 20 2 in other

studies.

4. No emission bands were found that could be identified with

intermediate species At.20 or AZ02 Additional diagnostic

techniques such as fluorescence or Raman scattering are

needed to detect these species.
0

5. Time histories of the AtO band at 4846 A and the continuum
0

at 4500 A indicate that the A10 emission reaches a maximum

before the continuum reaches a maximum. If the continuum
ca eascae ihA ti ol eiyta t

can be assocated with2A20',ti ol eiyta L
is a precursor to At2O0 in the reaction mechanism.
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6. Spherical At203 particles were formed in the size range

.1 - 1.0 microns when aluminum was burned in pure oxygen.

When aluminum was burned in the presence of N2 , H2, Ct2 ,

. and 02, extensive agglomeration of the At2 03 particles

was observed; the major products were At2 03 , HCk and H20

only. The solid products were analyzed using a transmis-

sion electron microscope, and X-Ray and an electron diffrac-

tion method.

- 7. The primary gaseous products measured were HCL and H20 ,

but levels of NO and NO 2 measured were more than 10,000

times the predicted equilibrium concentrations. The un-

expectedly high levels of NO and NO 2 may be due to a
"prompt NO" non-equilibrium process that is observed to

occur in hydrocarbon flames.

26
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A chemical kinetic shock tube has been demonstrated to be

an effective and controllable method to study metal combustion

processes. However, adequate diagnostic techniques are needed

to identify the numerous chemical species present. To provide

new contributions to the understanding of the reaction mechanism

and the condensation/agglomeration process, the following is

recommended.

1. Add fluorescence and Raman diagnostics to the emission

spectroscopy techniques used in the present study.

2. Measure the spacial profile of AZO, At, 02 through the

reaction zone, which requires a set of diode arrays or an

optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) to scan various loca-

tions simultaneously.

3. Assess the effect of HCZ and chemical additives on the size

distribution of At2 03 particles formed; this can be care-

fully controlled in a shock tube study.

4. To more closely simulate rocket nozzle condensation/agglomera-

tion processes, the combustion products in the shock tube

could be expanded through a converging-diverging nozzle.

The effects of the expansion could be determined by collect-

ing particles at various locations and comparing size dis-

tributions.

.°2
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Reaction Zone Near (a) An Aluminum
Particle in a Rocket Motor and (b) An Aluminum Sample
in a Shock Tube
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Figure 3. Photographs of Shock Tube
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Figure 4. Schematic of Thermal Boundary Layer Near Sample Mounted
On Shock Tube End Wall
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I.
IL

Typical Run Conditions for A£-O 2 Reaction

Conditions behind reflected shock: 4000 K, 17 atm

Incident shock: M = 5

Initial oxygen pressure: 1.16 psi

Driver pressure: 460 psi helium

Typical Run Conditions for A. + .1 N2 + .1 C 2 + .4 H22 2
+ .4 02 Reaction

Conditions behind reflected shock: 4149 K, 14.3 atm

Incident shock: M = 7.8

Initial gas pressure: .386 psi

Driver gas pressure: 400 psi helium

Molecular weight of mixture: 25.67 g/mole

Ratio of specific heats: 1.1179

Gas Composition Prior to Aluminum Ignition (Mole Fraction)

Percent Percent

0 17.405 Cz 9.847

OH 14.249 HCL 7.036

H 13.397 N2  7.008

02 11.400 H2 6.208

H20 10.392 NO 2.936

Maximum P, T Run Conditions for At + .1 N + .1 C22
+ .4 H 2 + 4 Q2

Conditions behind reflected shock: 5150 K, 40 atm

Incident shock: M = 10.5

Initial gas pressure: .386 psi

Driver gas pressure: 1500 psi

Figure 5. Typical Shock Tube Operating Conditions
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Figure 6. Gas Pressure (P5) Behind Reflected Shock Just Prior to

Sample Ignition vs. Incident Shock Mach Number; Real

Gas Effects Included in Gordon-McBride Program
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Figure 9a. Ratio of Specific Heats (Gama) Just Prior to Ignition
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P5 1 = pressure behind reflected shock
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Figure 10. Run condition for pure oxygen -NASA CEC program checed

for proper convergence.
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'3
4ti

Figure 12. Oscilloscope traces show.ing (a) pressure history at end wall;
(b) pressure history two rreters fromn end wall.
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End Flange

I Al Sample

Electrodes______________

\Shock Tube

Figure 13. Photograph of the ignition of the aluminum sanrpie mounted
on shock tube end wall.
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Figure 14. High speed novie of the aluminumi saripie ignition procx--ss.
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Ftgure 15. Aluuijum ignition data for various pressure and teaperatures
in oxygen. 0 Ignitioni observed, 0No ignition observed,

AParticles only ignite.
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Mole
Species Fraction Spectral

at 4360 K Bands/Line

(Angstroms)

At .03362 3961, 3944

A£+  .00052 5388, 5861

AtCZ .03956 2555, 2708, 3972, 4154,
5265, 5612

A£CZ 2  .00134

A£H .00085 2700, 3380, 3800, 4752,
4354, 2033, 2229,
4241, 4259

AZO .05226 4648, 4842, 5079, 5336

A£OC£ .01475

A£OH .00639

A£O 2  .01486

A£O 2-  .00030

AZO 2H .01139

At 20 .00647

At20 2 .00022

At0 () .03308

C1 .05977 4810, 4819, 4794

C£- .00022

C£O .00028 3623

C2 .0002 5510, 4817, 4864

H .20344 6562, 4861, 4340, 4101

HC£ .03519 7463, 9152, 3.5,#rm

HNO .00001 7341, 7718, 6715, 7061

H2  .07724 6000, 4615

H20 .05205 2.5/4m, 3.5/m, 9420, 9060,
8227, 7957, 7227,
6994, 6524, 6324,
5952, 5924, 5722

Figure 16. Calculted Mole Fractions of Various Species in the
At-O2-N 2 -Ct2-H 2 Reaction at 4360 K. Also listed
are spectral lines/bands that are known to be
associated with each species. Continued.
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Mole
Species Fraction Spectral

at 4360 K Bands/Line

(Angstroms)

N .00040 5676, 4109, 4099, 5679,
5666, 4103, 4097

NH .00002 3240, 3360, 4502

NH2  .00001 6302, 5977, 5708, 5166,
2 5436

NO .01838 3008, 2859, 2722, 2595

NO 2  .00001 2491, 2459, 4480, 4630,
4448

N 2  .06689 4666, 4344, 4059, 3805,
3577, 3371

O .13922 6158, 5330, 4368, 3947

OH .09435 3064, 3100

02 .03660 2221, 3671, 3914, 4179,
4880, 4577,
4309, 3370

Figure 16. continued
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MlOLE FRACTIONS OF SPECIES
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Figure 16. concluded
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At(S) U +  NH 3

At(M) Ct02  NO +

A£C9 + C£20 NOC£

AtC£2 +  H+ NO 2

AXC2 -2  H NO 2C9

A£C£ 3 (S) HNO2  NO3

A£C£3(9) HNO 3  N2 H4

AZN(S) H20(S) N20

AN H2() N2 0+

A2O+  H202 N204

A£OH N205

At2 C96  N3

A£202+ 0 +

At203(S) OH+

OH

02

O3

Figure 17. Other Species Considered in the
Calculations Whose Mole Fractions
Were Less Than 5 x 10-6.
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__N 2 1N+4H 2  1 .Cl 2 +.42 + Al Reaction

(mass gas/mass Al = 2.6, 14.3 atm. ,4360K, corresponding
to shock tube conditions)

----- NH CIO 4 + Al Reaction

(mass NH ClO/ mass Al =2.6, 14.3 atm., 4360 K)

Figure 19. Comparison of Computed Equilibrium Products of the

NH 4CIO04 -Al Reaction with those for the 1N 2 +.H 2+.1C1 2 +A02
Reaction
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Fla ne
Temperiture

*K P = 47.3 atm
4000. P = 31.4 atm

P =14.3 atm

3000

Stoichioinetric

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6

Fuel-Oxidizer Ratio r

r =mass aluminum/mass NH CLO4

Figure 20. Aluminum-HCZO4 Flame Temperatures Calculated Using

NASA Equilibrium Code
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Angstrciu Argstrm

Figure 22. Schematic of Emission Spectrum Obeved For
The Al-H -eactio2 02 C 2-N2 Rato
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Intensity time
of AlO 2msec/cm
Band at

4846A

Intensity time
of 5msec/cm
Continuum

at 4500 A

Figure 24. Time History of Emission Spectra
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4t4

AA4

Figure 25. Trans-M:2 n o etry'0.y'1y1n C,



21

IAI,

Figure 26. Scanning Electron Minropraph and X-Ray
Diffraction AnalysIs of Solid Products
of Combu.stion
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(a) Electron
Micrograph (600X)

white area =Al 20 3+ HCl

grey area =Al 03 + H 0

(b) X-Ray Analysis

*Aluminum Chlorine Iron Copper
Silicon Chromium

Figure 28. Electron Micrograph and X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

of Products of Al + N 2 + H 2 + Cl 2 + ~2 Reaction
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Figure 29. Magnified View (1500X) of Al1203 Particles

in a Region Identified to Also Contain HCl
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